We compute the interaction energies of a two-atom system placed in the middle of a perfectly reflecting planar cavity, in the perturbative regime. Explicit expressions are provided for the van der Waals potentials of two polarisable atomic dipoles as well as for the electrostatic potential of two induced dipoles. For the van der Waals potentials, several scenarios are considered, namely, a pair of atoms in their ground states, a pair of atoms both excited, and a pair of dissimilar atoms with one of them excited. In addition, the corresponding phase-shift of the two-atom wavefunction is calculated in each case. The effects of the two-dimensional confinement of the electromagnetic field by the cavity are analyzed in each scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modifying the interaction of atoms with the electromagnetic (EM) field by means of a cavity is at the origin of cavity-QED [1] . In the first place, a perfectly reflecting cavity reduces the density of EM states accessible to the spontaneous emission of a single atom. This results in an enhancement of the atomic lifetime as well as in a shift of the atomic levels. On the other hand, the strong coupling between the cavity modes and the atomic charges drives the coherent exchange of excitations between the atom and the cavity field. Ultimately, these effects make possible the coherent manipulation of quantum states, the entanglement between separated quantum systems [2, 3] , and the storage of quantum information.
Considering the cavity as a macroscopic system hardly affected by the presence of the atoms inside, the interaction of the free EM field with the cavity plates can be integrated out in an effective Hamiltonian. The resultant EM interactions of the atoms are commonly referred to as cavity-assisted interactions [3, 4] . This is a good approximation as long as the excitation and emission spectra of the atoms and the cavity material do not overlap, and as long as the time resolution of observation is much larger than the time of flight of photons from the atoms to the cavity plates. Under these conditions, transient transitions average out and the effective cavity-assisted interactions become stationary. The net result is that photon states get dressed by multiple scattering processes with the cavity plates, and so does the photon propagator. It is the modes of the dressed EM field which are commonly referred to as cavity modes of the cavity field.
For the case of a perfectly reflecting planar cavity, both the atomic level shifts [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and the modified lifetimes [10] [11] [12] of an excited atom have been profusely studied theoretically, and probed experimentally [13] . In this article we concentrate on the cavity-assisted dipole-dipole interactions between two atoms placed in the middle of a perfectly reflecting cavity-see Fig.1 . This is a common setup in the generation of quantum entanglement with Rydberg atoms [3, 14] . In contrast to previous approaches, our calculation applies to any interatomic distance. We compute several quantities of interest in the non-degenerate, perturbative regime. These are, the van der Waals (vdW) potentials for the case that both atoms are in their ground states, for the case that both atoms are excited, and for the case that one atom is excited while the other, of a different kind, is in its ground state. In addition, we calculate the electrostatic potential between two induced atomic dipoles. We give in each case the corresponding phase-shift rate of the two-atom wavefunction. The vdW interaction in the non-perturbative regime will be addressed in a separate publication. Physically, the vdW and electrostatic potentials can be observed through the forces experienced by each atom when placed inside harmonic traps, which are proportional to the displacements of the atoms with respect to their equilibrium positions in the absence of interaction. On the other hand, the phase-shift of the two-atom wavefunction can be observed using atom interferometry. For instance, it is the shift that is observed in the binary interaction of Rydberg atoms through the measurement of population probabilities [2, 15] .
Concerning our approach, we apply time-dependent quantum perturbation theory, up to fourth order, in the electric dipole approximation. The calculation is performed in the non-degenerate, perturbative regime, where the energy difference between the intermediate and initial atomic states is much greater than the interaction energy itself. For the case of the interaction between excited atoms, the excitation is assumed adiabatic with respect to the detuning between the atomic species, which is a situation commonly encountered in experiments.
The main achievements of this work are, in the first place, the computation of the Green function for the cavity field which mediate the interaction between two atomic dipoles placed in the middle of the cavity. The effects of the confinement of the EM field to two spatial dimensions are revealed. Second, we find out novel expressions for the resonant components of the vdW potentials of each atom when excited. The difference between each atom's potentials as well as their discrepancy with the phase-shift of the wavefunction are exposed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II we describe the setup of the problem and compute the relevant components of the Green function of the cavity field. In Sec.III we calculate the vdW potentials and the phaseshifts on two-atom systems in the perturbative regime. In Sec.IV we compute the electrostatic potential of two induced dipoles. We summarize the conclusions in Sec.V. 
II. GREEN FUNCTION OF THE CAVITY FIELD
We aim at computing the cavity-assisted dipole-dipole interactions between two atoms, A and B, placed in the middle of a perfectly reflecting planar cavity of thickness d, and separated by a distance r along an axis parallel to the cavity plates (see Fig.1 ). These interactions are mediated by virtual photons created and annihilated at the position of each atom. Hence the relevant quantity to be computed is the Green function of the cavity field that the atomic dipoles induce at the position of each other.
To this end, we use the effective semiclassical approach outlined in the introduction. The plates of the cavity are treated as passive and semiclassical objects which reflect photons with no losses. The photons mediating the interactions are created at the position of the atoms by the electric field operator in the interaction Hamiltonian, W . It reads, in the electric dipole approximation,
. Here d A,B are the electric dipole moment operators of each atom, E is the electric field operator and R A,B are the classical position vectors of the atomic centers of mass, with r = R A − R B . W is considered as a perturbation to the free Hamiltonian of the atoms and the EM cavity
Here, |A i , |B i denote the ith states of atoms A, B, with energies ω A i and ω B i , respectively. The operators a † k, ǫ and a k, ǫ are the creation and annihilation operators of photons of frequency ω = ck, momentum k and polarization vector ǫ respectively, in terms of which the electric field operators in W A,B read
with V being a volume of quantization. Our semiclassical approximation with regard to the interaction between the EM field and the cavity plates consists of assuming that the virtual photons created at the location of one of the atoms reflect off the plates any number of times before being absorbed either by itself or by the other atom. In each reflection process the dynamical excitation of the plates is discarded, and so is the time of flight of photons between any pair of scattering processes. Under these conditions, the intermediate photonic states and the EM vacuum can be considered as dressed by multiple reflection processes with the cavity plates [16] . Equivalently, the dressing can be assigned to the electric field operator within the framework of macroscopic QED [4] . The net result is the effective discretization of the modes of the EM field within the cavity. Mathematically, this is achieved by setting V = V Cav in Eq.(2) or, equivalently, by imposing ideal boundary conditions in Maxwell's equations for the electric field. Those are, the vanish of the components of the electric field parallel to the plates and the discontinuity of its normal component at the location of the plates. By doing so, the resultant components of the dyadic Green's function G for the electric field induced at a point (r, d/2) by a non-polarisable electric dipole of
where q is a two-dimensional reciprocal vector parallel to the plates and ρ ≡ k 2 − q 2 . The quantization axis is taken perpendicular to the plates, which is denoted by the index 0, while the indices and ⊥ refer to axis parallel to the plates which are parallel and perpendicular to r, respectively -cf. Fig.1 . Off-diagonal components are all null. According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the quadratic fluctuations of the electric field in the dressed vacuum, |0 γ , read at zero temperature
(6) It will be found useful in the calculations to use the identity sin
∞ m=1 e iρmd in order to write G as an infinite power series. In doing so, it is possible to ascribe a simple physical meaning to each term of the resultant series. That is, the term of order m of each component, say G (m) jj ∼ e i mdρ , with j = 0, , ⊥, accounts for the contribution of m reflections off the plates. In the following, we will use either formulation according to its mathematical manageability. Lastly, it is also useful to write the components of G in the spherical basis, with components {0, +, −}, in order to trace the polarization of the photons which mediate the corresponding atomic transitions, {π, σ − , σ + } respectively. The change of basis yields the following relationships,
The imaginary parts of G , G ⊥⊥ and G 00 derive from the poles of Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) respectively,
where J 0 and J 1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind of orders 0 and 1 respectively. As for the real parts of G jj , making use of the Kramers-Kronig relationship,
where Y 0,1 and K 0,1 are the Bessel functions (Y ) and modified Bessel functions (K) of the second kind, of orders 0 and 1 respectively. Alternatively, the above expressions can be written as series in powers of the number of reflections off the plates,
III. VAN DER WAALS POTENTIALS
At leading order in time-dependent perturbation theory, twenty-four processes contribute to the vdW potentials of each atom in which a couple of photons are exchanged between the two atoms in all possible orders, two terms for each of the diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 [20, 21, 25] . In terms of the vdW potentials, W A,B /2 , the forces on each atom are F A,B = ∓∇ r W A,B /2 , respectively, with r = R A − R B [20] . In every case, i.e., either for ground or for excited state atoms, virtual transitions between atomic levels are accompanied by the exchange of off-resonant photons of frequency ω c/r. Their contribution to the vdW potentials are referred to as offresonant vdW potentials. In addition, for the case that one or both atoms be excited, transitions to lower energy atomic levels proceed through the exchange of photons which resonate with the transitions. Their contribution to the vdW potentials are referred to as resonant vdW potentials [4, 16] . Interestingly, while the off-resonant potentials of each atom are equivalent, the resonant potentials differ [20, 21] .
A. Off-resonant van der Waals potentials and off-resonant phase-shift
The off-resonant component of the vdW potentials is present in the interaction between any pair of atoms regardless of whether they are in excited or ground states. Let us denote these states by a and b for atoms A and B respectively. The off-resonant potentials of each atom coincide, W A /2 off = W B /2 off , and so does the associated phase-shift rate of the two-atom wavefunction, δE off = W A,B /2 off . These energies can be also computed within the framework of stationary perturbation theory [4, 16, 18, 19] 
As it stands, it suffices to substitute the expressions of the Green function components in order to calculate the off-resonant vdW potential for any particular case. Evaluating Eqs. (13) (14) (15) at imaginary frequencies and performing the summation over any number of reflections, we find in the spherical basis,
where the dependence of G on d/2 has been omitted in its argument for brevity. In all the expressions above the first terms are the components of the Green function in free-space, whereas the second terms result from multiple scattering off the cavity plates. As a consequence, the factor G 2 in the integrand of Eq. (16) contains terms with two free-space factors which decay exponentially at u ∼ 2/r, terms with two multiple-scattering factors which are exponentially suppressed at u ∼ 2/d, and terms which combine free-space and scattering factors that decay exponentially at u ∼ min(1/r, 1/d). The calculation of W A,B /2 off requires the numerical integration of Eq.(16), which depends generally on the transition frequencies of both atoms. Nonetheless, assuming that those frequencies are roughly of the same order, say K ≃ k ia , k jb ∀i, j, the dependence of W A,B /2 off on the particular values of transition frequencies and dipole moments can be factored out such that approximately universal potentials can be defined as functions of r and d only. That is, we can write
with p, q = {+, −, 0}, are the components in the spherical basis of the adimensional off-resonant vdW tensor potential, which depends only on r, d, and is independent of the internal atomic variables.
The components of V off are represented in Fig.4 as functions of d and for a fixed value of the interatomic distance, r = 1/5K. Their corresponding values in freespace are also included for the sake of comparison. We observe that, as d approaches r, the cavity confines the EM field to two effective dimensions. Interestingly, three different behaviors are found. Whereas V In contrast to the off-resonant interaction, part of the vdW interaction between excited atoms is mediated by virtual photons which resonate with the transitions of one or the other atom, which is referred to as resonant interaction [16] . Correspondingly, we refer to the resonant contributions to the potentials and to the phase-shift as resonant vdW potentials (res), and resonant phase-shift respectively. On the other hand, these resonant photons mediate also the periodic transfer of the excitation between both atoms. In the perturbative regime this transfer has a small probability proportional to | W |/ |∆ AB | ≪ 1, where ∆ AB is the detuning between the relevant transition frequencies of the atoms. It is due to this partial and periodic transfer, as well as to the finite lifetime of excited states, that the vdW potentials with excited atoms become dynamical and are to be computed within the framework of time-dependent perturbation theory [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Further, for the usual case that the excitation of the atoms be adiabatic with respect to the detuning ∆ AB [20, 24] , the calculation simplifies to assuming that in the far past the atoms are initially excited and the interaction potential W is turned on adiabatically.
One atom excited
For the case that only one of the atoms is excited, say atom A at state a > 0, while atom B is in its ground state with b = 0, only the diagrams (1) and (3) of Figs.2 and 3 contribute to the resonant potentials of atoms A and B, respectively, yielding [20, 21] 
For the sake of illustration, we write in the Appendix the explicit expressions of the contributions of diagrams Fig.2(3) and Fig.3(2) to W A /2 res and W B /2 res , respectively. Again, assuming that those frequencies are roughly of the same order, say K ≃ k ai , k j0 ∀ i, j, Eqs. (22) and (23) can be approximated by
A,Bres (r, d)
where C ′ ij is a numerical factor of order unity, of the same sign as ω ai − ω j0 , and the adimensional potentials read
with p, q = {+, −, 0}. As in free-space, it is the discrepancy of the sign on the second term in each potential that gives rise to a net force on the two-atom system [20] [21] [22] .
As for the resonant phase-shift, the addition of diagrams (1) and (3) However, whereas the pseudo-period of the oscillations of the components ++ and +− are much longer than the corresponding periods of the components ++ and +− of
Bres contains faster sub-oscillations whose period is similar to the one of V 
Two dissimilar atoms excited
When both atoms are excited, say on states a > 0 and b > 0, in addition to diagrams (1) and (3), also the diagrams (2), (4) (9) and (10) Generically, we can distinguish three different contributions to W A,B /2 res . These are, a first one in which the intermediate states satisfy i > a, j < b, a second one in which they satisfy i < a, j > b, and a third one for which i < a, j < b. Putting them all together we have,
Note that analogous expressions were obtained by Barcellona et al. in Ref. [22] in free space. Lastly, as for the phase shift of the two-atom wave function we find,
Two identical atoms excited
We consider next the case in which the two atoms are identical, A = B, and find in the same excited state a > 0. The non-degenerate condition necessary for the calculation to be perturbative reads in this case | W | ≪ |ω ai − ω ja |, for any pair of intermediate states i, j, with i < a, j > a.
In comparison to the case of dissimilar atoms, the only difference in the calculation is the presence of double poles when i = j in the frequency integrals which derive from the diagrams (3), (4), (9) and (10) . Explicit expressions of the contributions of diagram (4) in Figs.2 and 5 to W A /2 res and δE res , respectively, have been included in the Appendix for the case of two identical atoms excited. As for the vdW potential, it reads,
whereas the phase shift of the two-atom wavefunction is
IV. ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL BETWEEN INDUCED DIPOLES
Another case of interest commonly encountered in experiments is that of the electrostatic interaction between two atomic dipoles induced by an external static field E 0 . The contribution of the twenty-four diagrams of Fig.7 reduces to the electrostatic interaction between two induced electric dipoles, A and B, with moments α 
Next, in application of the Kramers-Kronig relations on the Green function and writing its tensor components in the spherical basis, the above equation can be written as
where the adimensional potentials read
with K 0 and K 1 being modified Bessel functions of the second kind, of zero and first orders respectively. In the limit r/d → 0 the above functions converge to the free space values, V st free 00
2 r 3 , respectively. In Fig.8 , the ratios between the three components of the cavity electrostatic potential and their corresponding values in freespace are represented as functions of r/d. We observe that they all go to zero as r/d ≫ 1. However, while the components 00 and ++ decrease monotonically with r/d, the component +− presents a maximum around r ≈ d which overtakes the value in free-space.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have computed the dyadic Green's function of the cavity field which mediates the interaction between two atomic dipoles placed in the middle of a perfectly reflecting planar cavity. The components of the Green tensor are given in Eqs. (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) and, as series in the number of reflection, in Eqs. (13) (14) (15) . The van der Waals potentials of each atom as well as the associated phase-shift of their wavefunction have been calculated, in the perturbative regime, for several cases of interest. These are, for the case that both atoms are in their ground states, for the case that both atoms are excited, and for the case that one atom is excited while the other, of a different kind, is in its ground state. The discrepancies between the resonant components of the vdW potentials and phase-shifts have been exposed for each case. In addition, we have calculated the electrostatic potential between two induced atomic dipoles. In all the cases, the two-dimensional confinement of the EM field by the cavity arises as the cavity width approaches the interatomic distance, and its effects depend on the For the case of one atom excited, we give the expressions of the contributions of diagrams Fig.2(3) and Fig.3(2) to W A /2 res and W B /2 res , respectively, in the adiabatic approximation. As for diagram Fig.2(3) , its contribution to
The contribution of diagram Fig.3 (2) to W B /2 res reads Re 2α f c
As for the case of two dissimilar atoms excited, we give the expressions of the contributions of diagrams (9) and (10) (9), but for the exchange of subindices ai ↔ bj in all the expressions above.
Finally, for the case of two identical atoms excited, in the perturbative regime, we give the expressions of the contributions of diagram (4) (ω + ω ′ − 2ω ai − 2iη)(ω ′ − ω ai − iη)(ω − ω ai + iη) , η → 0 + ,
